Try Mi-HUNT - the DNR's online interactive mapping tool! www.michigan.gov/mihunt

The DNR Dansville SGA Shooting Range is at 1819 Kelly Road, Mason, MI 48854 (north of Barnes Road). The GPS coordinate is provided below point #1. If questions, please call 517-676-6998.

Important!: 150 yards or 450 feet Safety Zones (No Shooting!) are enforced around all buildings and structures at all times. Be Safe! Always be careful around water and ditch/dike features for deep water!

GPS coordinates at flagged points:

[1] Shooting range, west side, off Kelly Rd
   Lat.42°10'20"N, Long.84°08'43"W

[2] central parking lot, north of Ewers Rd
   Lat.42°30'08.3"N, Long.84°18'42.2"W

[3] east side parking lot, south of Ewers Rd
   Lat.42°30'43.9"N, Long.84°16'41.7"W.

For more information on this or other areas, visit the DNR online www.michigan.gov/dnr or scan this QR-block.

Look for Watchable Wildlife viewing area signs in this area, for locations and more information about trails or features.
RULES below are grouped by similar subject and simplified from exact legal wording; access all rules, regulations, and laws at www.michigan.gov/dnrlaws. It is unlawful to do the following activities on State lands owned or controlled and posted by DNR, etc.\ because penalties can vary & be severe:

**Access, Parking, and Motor Vehicle Related:**
- "Motorized vehicle" means any device which can transport person(s) or property using an energy source (fuel, gas, diesel) other than wind or muscle power; a bicycle is muscle-powered.
- "Off-Road Vehicle (ORV)" means a motorized vehicle with 4 wheels or less, capable of off-road use, which travels primarily by gravity force and not engine propulsion, and which may include, but is not limited to, dune buggy, atv, snowmobile, off-road bicycle, off-road motorcycle, or other similar vehicle, that is capable of moving across-country or traversing rough terrain without a road or trail, over natural terrain (land, snow, ice, marsh, swampland, water, etc.), which includes: typical "all-terrain vehicle" (ATV); motor-bike, motor-cycle; any number of wheels or trackless, motorized amphibious, off-road vehicle; or any other motor vehicle transport \(which\) but excluding: law enforcement, emergency, medical, utility, or other emergency agencies; registered snowmobile, aircraft; farming; construction or logging vehicles when used in those named functions. "Personal Assistance Mobility Device" (PAMD) – a wheelchair or any device used to transport an individual. "Camping" means a designated and signed camping site noted as approved for use during those dates.

**Boating Related:**
- "Vessel" or "water craft" means every type of device (gri, ship, boat, sail, canoe, etc.) used for transportation on water.
- "Camping related" means any activity taking place on or around designated state sites or areas posted for recreational use for beach, bathing, swimming, wading, or posted "no glass".
- "Unlawful to target shoot at anything except paper, cardboard, clay, or one created for target shooting."

**Camping Related:**
- "Camp" means: set up/take down and use a tent, tent-type camper, travel trailer, or house trailer; sleeping in a vehicle, not in camp at one time, under 18 years of age.

**Rules for Dogs, Pets, Horses and Riding Animals, etc.:**
- "Pets" includes dogs, cat, horses, etc.
- "Horse" means a live animal, 

**Hunting Related:**
- "Public Hunting" means public use for hunting with all appropriate required licenses, in current season, safety conditions, etc. There are many detailed specific rules for hunting.

**Target Shooting:**
- "Target shooting" is hunting in areas posted for such use or enclosures, or firing guns. Use all weapons safely!

**Do Not Inturrupt Public Land Use** or "Unlawfully Use Public Resources:
- "Unlawful to enter, use, or occupy any area between 11pm–4am daily - when specifically posted as closed during those hours."
- "Unlawful to camp (on the ground) in PAS, except in designated campsites; only in designated campsites (see Camping rules)."
- "Unlawful to obstruct or hinder public access to any road, trail, parking, path or open State lands."
- "Unlawful to park any vehicle near all roads, motorized in 50 feet from the traveled portion of a road, forest road, trail open to wheeled vehicles, or parking lot."
- "Unlawful to park or operate a vehicle in a designated campsite or on PAS land - except lawful blinds/stands (see Hunting rules) and lawfully used camp sites (see Camping rules)."

**Rules for Fire, Trash, Alcohol, and Glasses:**
- Unlawful to use or ignite fireworks.
- Unlawful to store or leave any items for more than 24 hours, on any State land except lawful blinds/stands (See Hunting rules) and lawfully used camp sites (See Camping rules).